Invited Session Proposal
Conference: ICONIP 2017, Guangzhou, China
Special Session Title: “Deep Learning for Computer Vision: Theory and Applications”
Organizers: Chin-Teng Lin, Michael Blumenstein, Nabin Sharma, Mukesh Prasad
Affiliation: University of Technology Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
Aims and Scope:
Although the history of Neural Networks backs to 1940s, but it‟s only in recent few years, that
they became very popular and successful in various application domains. Addition of more
training layers to the neural network architecture resulted in deep networks and eventually
resulted in the rebranding of „Neural Networks‟ to „Deep Learning‟. Although many core
concepts of deep neural networks were available by 80s and 90s, but it‟s only in recent 5-7 years
that neural networks became very popular and have witnessed success. Among many factors that
changed overtime, the most important were the availability of massive labelled datasets and
GPU computing facilities.
The current resurgence of neural networks in the form of deep learning have shown
remarkable results in fundamental tasks such as segmentation, tracking, detection,
recognition and classification. The features extracted from deep neural network architectures
are robust and have good representation for most of the fundamental computer vision tasks.
Although, deep learning has shown tremendous amount of success in the fundamental tasks
of computer vision, the intuitive understanding of the architectures are yet to be explored in
details. There is a need of further exploration of architectures, which is suitable for a specific
tasks. Training of neural network architecture and then transfer the learning to another
unknown task, which requires transfer learning and fine tuning. Therefore, transfer learning
also has a significant research scope, both from theoretical and application perspective.
Traditional machine learning approaches rely on hand crafted features such edges, texture,
SIFT etc. The fusion of such features are used to tackle many complex computer vision
problem and they poorly generalized to the unknown scene.
This invited session aims to bring together the current research progress on Deep Learning
theories and applications. Special attention will be devoted to handle advanced issues of
network architecture design, real-time performance criteria for various applications and
diverse application areas.
Topics:
The main topics of this invited session include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. Advances in Deep Learning theory
2. Cross domain transfer learning
3. Real-time Object segmentation, detection and recognition in complex environment
4. Human gesture/activity recognition

5. Visual analysis of crowds, surveillance systems and applications
6. Document image analysis and systems
7. Handwriting recognition
8. Writer identification
9. Contextual scene understanding and summarization
10. Applications to medical image processing
11. Ensemble of traditional and deep learning techniques
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Prof. Chin-Teng Lin, University of Technology, Sydney
Prof. Michael Blumenstein, University of Technology, Sydney
Dr. Nabin Sharma, University of Technology, Sydney
Dr. Mukesh Prasad, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia

Paper Submission
A paper should be submitted through ICONIP 2017 submission central
(http://sci-review.com/iconip2017/upload.php). After logging into the submission system,
you need to choose invited Session on “Deep Learning for Computer Vision: Theory and
Applications”.
Paper submission deadline is June 15, 2017.
We look forward to receiving your high-quality submissions.

